
Call for papers: The 1st Annual
Meeting of the European Journal

of Management Studies
The European Journal of Management Studies (EJMS) is organising its 1st Annual Meeting,
which will take place on the 8 July, 2021. This journal, that is currently published by Emerald,
andwhichwas previously known as the Portuguese Journal ofManagement Studies, is a pluralist
and interdisciplinary journal which publishes papers, case reports and book reviews related to
the management of real-life organisations. Should the COVID-19 pandemic be resolved or
constrained by July of next year, then the meeting will take place face-to-face in Lisbon at ISEG,
Universidade de Lisboa (University of Lisbon), adhering to the strictest of procedures imposed by
the Portuguese Health Authorities. ISEG is the base of this journal. In the case that face-to-face
meetings are not permitted at that time, wewill adapt themeeting to a purely online format.

Papers in the following areas related to themanagement of organisations are welcomed:
� strategy;
� marketing;
� human resources;
� organisational behaviour;
� operations and logistics;
� economic sociology;
� finance;
� accounting;
� management control;
� taxation;
� information management systems;
� entrepreneurship;
� international management; and
� others.

No submission or enrolment fees will be levied. Papers must include a title page describing
the affiliation and contacts of the author(s). Submissions should be submitted to the
following e-mail address: inscricoes@advance.iseg.ulisboa.pt.

Integrated within this meeting, we may well organise a special doctoral session,
depending on the number of papers submitted by PhD students. Such PhD students should
inform where they are studying to obtain their PhD degree when submitting their work.
Acceptance to attend theMeeting does not represent a guarantee of publication in theEJMS.

Deadlines:
Submission date: 30 April, 2021.
Decision notification to authors: 30 May, 2021.
Conference: 8 July, 2021.
Looking forward to seeing you in Lisbon.
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